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Abstract—A virtual assistant or an artificial intelligence 

chatbot is one of the technological interventions to help 

individuals with borderline personality disorder (BPD). 

The virtual assistant must have a bank of knowledge to 

answer the questions from individuals with BPD to 

accompany and chat with them like a digital friend. As 

part of artificial intelligence software, Program-O can 

handle the interaction between users and the bank of 

knowledge in the server. The voice recognition and text-

to-speech features can be used to enhance the virtual 

assistant's function to become even closer as a friend. 

There are three possibilities for implementing voice 

recognition and text-to-speech features on virtual 

assistants, which are using Arduino, Raspberry Pi, and 

smartphone devices. All these three devices can be 

connected to the speech recognition module or 

Application Protocol Interface (API) for voice 

recognition on the internet. This paper will explore and 

compare several aspects of the implementation of voice 

recognition and text-to-speech features in the virtual 

assistant. The result will be a recommendation for the 

application of voice recognition and text-to-speech 

features on a virtual assistant for individuals with BPD.  

Keywords- borderline personality disorder; chatbot; 

digital friend; text to speech; virtual assistant, voice 

recognition 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Individuals with borderline personality disorder 
(BPD) have a high risk of suicide. In previous studies 
[1], 9-33% of suicides were committed by individuals 
with BPD. There is no single most effective and 
sustainable approach to prevent them from 
committing suicide [2]. However, accompanying them 
will create opportunities to make them more stable, 
less hopeless, and less alone. 

Creating a digital friend such as a virtual assistant 
with artificial intelligence and the ability to respond to 
them when they need someone to talk to is one 
approach that has been tried in previous research [3]. 
The advantage of the virtual assistant is that they can 
accompany them within 24 hours when BPD 
symptoms appear. In addition, their confidentiality is 
also better maintained because the virtual assistant 
does not inform other people about their conversation. 

Technically, a voice-based virtual assistant shown 
consists of a program with a bank of knowledge that 
can answer based on question patterns, a voice 
recognizer, and text-to-voice. In previous studies, 
mobile applications whose gadgets are equipped with 

voice recognition and text-to-speech features that are 
connected to a computer server equipped with a 
knowledge database have been able to answer these 
needs. The bank of knowledge can be improved 
according to the needs and development of the case. 

 

Figure 1.  Communication flow in voice-based chatbot 

Portable devices like Google Nest and Amazon 
Alexa should be the solution to answer their needs 
more interactively. Google Nest and Amazon Alexa 
are examples of smart speakers that come with Google 
Assistant. Some activities, such as playing music, 
turning on the television, asking about the weather, or 
planning activities, can be done using the user's voice.  

However, the device is limited to some functions 
and cannot connect to the chatbot. To realize a virtual 
assistant in the form of a portable device, Arduino and 
Raspberry Pi were explored to be used and connected 
to a server with a knowledge database. These devices 
can connect to the server and have the ability to 
recognize voice using an additional module, a 
minimum requirement for the voice function on the 
virtual assistant.  

Arduino is an open-source electronic circuit board 
whose main component is a microcontroller chip with 
additional components that can be customized 
according to specific needs. Arduino can be added 
with a Wi-Fi module to have functionality on an 
internet connection. The circuit board can be added 
with a speech recognition module to understand the 
user's voice. Each addition of modules and functions 
will increase the power needed by Arduino to work.  

The Raspberry Pi is a single-board pocket-sized 
minicomputer that is equipped with an operating 
system and can be used to run computer applications. 
It has Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and ethernet built-in devices. 
Like the Arduino board, the Raspberry Pi board can 
be connected to additional modules to gain access to 
input/output devices used by desktop computers.  

Several aspects, such as the total cost of providing 
device components, ease of assembling the device, 
and device functionality of these two devices, will be 
compared with a smartphone to determine which 
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devices are recommended to serve the function as 
virtual assistants for individuals with BPD. The results 
can also determine the possibility of the device being 
developed in other forms, such as smart speakers or 
other smart devices. 

II. CHATBOT KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT  

Program-O is an open-source web-based 
application used for knowledge management needed 
by chatbots in responding to individuals with BPD [3]. 
The source of the application can be downloaded via 
the URL https://github.com/Program-O/Program-O. It 
is used to manage knowledge in Artificial Intelligence 
Markup Language (AIML) format in terms of adding, 
changing, deleting, displaying, searching, training, and 
compiling knowledge formats in AIML.  

AIML as a source of knowledge for chatbots must 
be created using unique question patterns from each 
other, previous conversation references, or 
conversation topic groupings. When the patterns of 
questions are arranged to overlap each other, the 
resulting responses can be confusing and different 
from the expectations. For the response to meet 
expectations, it is necessary to take full advantage of 
the various tags used in AIML, especially in terms of 
separating question topics and associating the 
responses to the context of the previous conversation. 

To give different responses to each topic’s 
conversation, AIML has the <topic> tag. Even though 
the questions are the same, the answers will differ 
based on the topic set in the previous conversation 
using the <set> tag. The example of using the <topic> 
tag in AIML can be seen in Figure 2. When the users 
talk about movies, the following responses about the 
marvel and comedy keywords will be different when 
the users talk about music. The conversation about the 
pop keyword can be responded to only when the users 
talk about music. 

 

Figure 2.  Using tag <topic> to separate topics. 

To continue the previous conversation, AIML 
provides <that> tag to associate the answers with the 
previous chatbot’s responses. Even though the 

questions are the same, the answers will differ based 
on the previous chatbot’s responses mentioned in 
<that> tag, as seen in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3.  Using tag <that> to associate with the previous 
conversation. 

AIML also has the <condition> tag to set the 
chatbot’s response based on the first conversation. 
Consistent responses will keep users talking in the 
context of the previous conversation and not having to 
speak in complete sentences. The example of using 
the <condition> tag can be seen in Figure 4. When 
users talk about Bangkok, the following answer is all 
about Bangkok. The same condition can also be seen 
when the user talks about the city of Manila and the 
city of Semarang. The responses will all be related to 
that city. 

 

Figure 4.  Using tag <condition> to follow the conversation. 

The chatbot knowledge management should be 
done to make the individuals with BPD feel 
comfortable and not feel annoyed by having to repeat 
questions or because of responses that are not 
contextually appropriate. The work result of chatbot 
knowledge management is expected to increase the 
capability of responding to users. The chatbot 
responses can be processed in other forms according 
to the expected target. 

Other applications can read the responses from 
Program-O by setting the output as JSON or XML 
format. The output will be used to relate the question 
from the user with the answer stored in the O-Program 
using any programming language. An example of an 
application that uses JSON output from Program-O is 
a LINE-based Virtual Friend named Sovi Lau, which 
stands for "Sobat Virtual Anti Galau" or "Anti-Stress 
Virtual Friend" [4]. LINE Messaging API will 
communicate with the chatbot server by sending the 
user’s message, receiving the JSON-based response, 
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and displaying responses in sentences humans can 
understand.  

Chatbot responses can be engineered into voice to 
give users new experiences like talking to friends and 
might be needed by individuals with BPD. 

III. VOICE-BASED CHATBOT DEVELOPMENT 

In implementing a voice-based chatbot on all three 
devices as virtual friends for individuals with BPD as 
shown in Figure 5, several additional components are 
needed to perform the following functions: listening to 
the user's voice, converting voice to text, sending a 
text to the chatbot server, receiving text responses 
from the server chatbots, and converting text to voice. 

 

 

Figure 5.  Voice-based chatbot Scenario 

 

A. Arduino 

The use of Arduino devices requires additional 
modules for voice recognition and the internet of 
things (IoT) [5] as shown in Figure 6. The voice 
recognition module is used to mediate the user's voice 
recognition and process it in the microcontroller. 
While the IoT module is used to send commands from 
the microcontroller to the chatbot server and receive 
responses from the chatbot server. The ESPduino-32 
board can be used to facilitate the provision of an 
Arduino that has been equipped with an ESP-32 
module for Wi-Fi connection [6]. Voice Recognition 
Module v3.1 can detect and change voices in certain 
activities [7]. Approximately all those devices will 
cost around 30-40 USD.  

 

Figure 6.  Arduino in voice-based chatbot 

B. Raspberry Pi 

Raspberry Pi, as a minicomputer [8], has complete 
functions to process every task, including the Wi-Fi 
function for transferring the text or any requests to the 
chatbot server. The board only needs a GPIO 
expansion board, a ReSpeaker 4-Mic Array module, 
and a USB microphone as additional devices as shown 
in Figure 7. The ReSpeaker 4-Mic Array module 
functions to recognize the user's voice [9], the USB 
microphone functions as the user's voice input, and the 
GPIO expansion board functions to mediate the 
connection between the Raspberry Pi board and 
ReSpeaker 4-Mic Array module. Approximately all 
those devices will cost around 200-210 USD. 

 

Figure 7.  Raspberry Pi in voice-based chatbot 

C. Smartphone 

Current smartphones can recognize the voice and 
facilitate text-to-speech. It only requires the mobile 
application to receive the user's voice, convert the 
voice to text, send the text to the chatbot server, wait 
for the text response from the chatbot server, and 
convert the text to voice, as seen in Figure 8. The 
application developers can only use MIT App 
Inventor to provide these functions within the 
application [10]. This tool has limited skill 
requirements to operate website-based applications to 
create Android-based mobile applications [11]. The 
minimum specifications of a smartphone with the 
required capabilities will cost around 30-35 USD, 
depending on the smartphone's brand.  

 

Figure 8.  Smartphone in voice-based chatbot 

IV. EVALUATION OF DEVICES 

Several factors must be considered when deciding 
which voice-based chatbot device to develop. These 
factors are cost, difficulty, and functionality. The cost 
factor is the money spent to develop the device's 
intended function. The difficulty factor is the effort of 
providing hardware, technical aspects, and developing 
the supporting application. The functional factor is the 
function of understanding the voice, connecting with 
the chatbot server, and displaying the chatbot 
response. 

A. Device Cost 

In assembling the supporting components of a 
voice-based chatbot using Arduino as the main device, 
the cost is around 30-40 USD. Assembling a 
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Raspberry Pi with a voice-based chatbot support 
devices costs around 200-210 USD. The cheapest 
smartphone purchases cost around 30-35 USD or 
more depending on the smartphone brand. The most 
expensive expense is in assembling the Raspberry Pi. 
The other two options cost in the same range. The cost 
comparison of the three devices can be seen in table I. 

TABLE I.  COST RANK 

Device Cost Rank 

Arduino 30-40 USD 2 

Raspberry Pi 200-210 USD 1 

Smartphone 30-35 USD 2 

 

B. Device Assembly Difficulty 

Raspberry Pi as a minicomputer has the minimum 
specifications required for office work, but for 
multimedia purposes, additional components are 
needed. In terms of providing additional components, 
the provision of a ReSpeaker 4-mic Array module 
connected to the Raspberry Pi via the GPIO 
Expansion Board and voice input using a USB 
Microphone Mic connected to the Raspberry Pi has 
the same difficulty as adding components on the 
Arduino board circuit with ESP32 components to Wi-
Fi and Voice Module v3.1 components for voice 
recognition. However, the use of ESPduino-32 which 
is a combination of Arduino board and ESP-32 
module makes it a little easier and reduces the number 
of components that need to be provided. The current 
smartphones have all the functions needed so 
additional devices to work as planned is not needed. 
The order of providing the most difficult hardware is 
Raspberry Pi, Arduino, and smartphone.  

After providing the hardware, it is needed to 
assemble all the components with the main board. 
Even though Raspberry Pi and Arduino almost have 
similar effort to assemble, Raspberry Pi has more 
components to manage than Arduino. smartphones are 
ready to be used. Users can use all functions needed 
without any technical intervention. The order of the 
most difficult technical aspects is Raspberry Pi, 
Arduino, and smartphone.  

A similar situation also occurs when installing 
programs to make the three devices function as 
planned. Installing some programs and training the 
hardware are needed to understand the users’ voice. 
Almost the same as the other two aspects, Raspberry 
Pi and Arduino almost have the same difficulty, but 
the Raspberry Pi has more programs to be installed 
than in the Arduino because Raspberry Pi has an 
operating system, but Arduino does not. However, 
each hardware has to be connected to an API to have 
the needed voice function. The smartphone has 
operating system features and can work as targeted 
without any additional APIs. Users only use the 
existing features through easy procedures. The order 
of the most difficult application development is 
Raspberry Pi, Arduino, and smartphone. The 
comparison of difficulty levels in hardware provision, 

technical aspects, and application development 
discussed above can be seen in table II. 

TABLE II.  LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY 

Device 
Level of Difficulty 

Hardware 

Provision 

Technical 

Aspects 

Application 

Development 

Arduino 2 2 2 

Raspberry Pi 1 1 1 

Smartphone 3 3 3 

 

C. Device Functionality 

Those three tools can achieve the most targeted 
functions but at different levels of implementation. 
For example, Arduino can recognize voice only in the 
form of a word but not in a sentence. Each recognized 
word will trigger an action on the Arduino. However, 
Raspberry Pi and Smartphone can recognize the voice 
in the form of a word or a sentence.  

Arduino can perform its functions on the chatbot 
server connection through the ESP32 module that 
functions as Wi-Fi. While on the Raspberry Pi, this 
feature is embedded in the minimum Raspberry Pi 
package. The same thing is found on smartphones 
with Wi-Fi by default features. It can be said all three 
can perform the function of connecting to the chatbot 
server. 

However, compared to the two device’s functional 
experiments above, different results are obtained in 
getting responses from the chatbot server. Arduino is 
failed to provide chatbot responses because the voice 
recognition function through Voice Recognition 
Module v3.1 is limited to a keyword. The complete 
words cannot be recognized and an appropriate 
response cannot be given. Arduino cannot give the 
expected response because it can only detect one word 
for each action. The expected answer from responding 
to complete sentences cannot be achieved. Both 
Raspberry and smartphones can recognize long 
sentences and can provide responses from appropriate 
chatbots. The ReSpeaker 4-Mic Array module 
connected to the Raspberry Pi enables speech 
recognition and functions within Amazon Alexa and 
Google Home. While the voice features that have been 
embedded in the smartphone make it a facility from 
the start. The comparison of functionality in voice 
recognition, connection to chatbot server, and chatbot 
responses for the three devices discussed above can be 
seen in table III. 

TABLE III.  DEVICE’S FUNCTIONALITY 

Device 
Functionality 

Voice 

recognition 

Connection to 

chatbot server 

Chatbot 

responses 

Arduino V V X 

Raspberry Pi V V V 

Smartphone V V V 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The devices used to integrate voice recognition 
features with AIML-based chatbots that function as 
needed are smartphones and Raspberry Pi. But in 
terms of cost, a smartphone with low specifications 
for 30-35 USD can be used for these needs. While the 
cost of Raspberry Pi reaches 200-210 USD. In terms 
of difficulty level, Raspberry Pi has a greater level of 
difficulty than a smartphone. 

The integration of voice recognition features with 
an AIML-based chatbot can be done by utilizing the 
speech recognition and text-to-speech features in 
smartphones and available features in making 
applications using MIT App Inventor. Speech 
recognition translates the user's voice into text and 
sends it to the chatbot server. Then, the chatbot server 
will receive the sent sentence and answer based on its 
word pattern. By a smartphone, the answer will be 
converted into voice through the text-to-speech feature 
and played for the user. 

Overall, based on the benchmarking of the three 
devices, the use of smartphones is recommended in 
presenting voice recognition features in chatbots as it 
is faster, cheaper, and easier. Making a smartphone 
application using MIT App Inventor can already 
activate the voice recognition and text-to-speech 
functions needed for a voice-based chatbot. 
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